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This fifth edition of Dr. Kristi Kanel's A GUIDE TO CRISIS INTERVENTION covers the

fundamentals of situational and developmental crises, how they occur, and how they have been

managed since the 1940s. Kanel discusses traditional counseling models as they relate to crisis

intervention, and shows how they have been incorporated into her model-the ABC Model of Crisis

Intervention-that is used by both paraprofessionals and professionals. Presented in detail, the ABC

Model of Crisis Intervention is ideal for use in any mental health setting and with any individual (from

any population) in a crisis situation. The text provides detailed examples of specific crisis situations,

including developmental crises, trauma crises, post traumatic stress disorder crises (PTSD), crises

of personal victimization, substance abuse crises, and crises related to loss, terminal and serious

illness, and disabilities. New chapters discuss veterans' issues; sexual assault and rape; and

ethical, legal, and professional issues. The author also explores suicide assessment and the use of

the Mental Status Exam. Every chapter offers case vignettes to aid students in practicing the skills

presented in the ABC Model of Crisis Intervention.
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"This is an awesome book! It provides a very clear and understandable overview of crises. [It is]

very readable and applicable for students and new professionals.""A well-written, in-depth book on

crisis situations that addresses not only theory, but applications across many different populations

who experience crises."



Kristi Kanel (Ph.D., University of Southern California) is a Full Professor at California State

University, Fullerton in the Department of Human Services, where she has been teaching for over

34 years. She is the author of A GUIDE TO CRISIS INTERVENTION, 6th Edition; HUMAN

SERVICE DELIVERY TO LATINOS, 3rd Edition and AN OVERVIEW OF THE HUMAN SERVICES,

2nd Edition (with Melanie Horn-Mallers). Dr. Kanel was a practicing psychotherapist for over 25

years. Her experience as a counselor includes working at two non-profit agencies (the Anaheim

Free Clinic and a battered woman's shelter), a public Mental Health agency, a managed care

organization, and in private practice where she worked with a multitude of client populations,

specializing in trauma. Her most recent research has focused on the mental health needs and

interventions for the veterans of the Iraq and Afghanistan wars. Other research includes mental

health needs of Latinos and crisis intervention practices.

I am working on certification in crisis management, and this book is a commonly used one in 101

level classes.It's comprehensive, clear and engaging, while never being too remedial. I am actually

really surprised at how readable it is. I mean, it's hardly something you'd get for pleasure

reading--but it is definitely interesting and the author balances a warm, conversational tone with

some abstract, painful, and complicated topics.I think there's much more that can be said on the

necessity of cultural competency to triage, but I also get that the author cannot cover every single

thing, and that can be a whole book in and of itself.

This book is well organized and easy to read. I am the director of a domestic/sexual violence crisis

center, and we are using pieces of this book as the foundation for staff/volunteer foundational

training. Some of the information like the cycle of domestic violence relationships is a little outdated,

but the book is still good. (And we still teach the cycle as an option of what an abusive relationship

MAY look like, just not as the Golden standard of all abusive relationships).

The book is a good, functional guide to conventional approaches to trauma, but I wouldn't highly

recommend it because it doesn't seem to promote out-of-the-box thinking or creativity. It does "the

job," whatever that's supposed to mean here, but I didn't love the writing or ideas enough to want to

delve further into it.

We had to read this for my class and I enjoyed this book. It helps you realize what to do and not to

do when someone is going through a crisis. There are many kinds of Crises and this book will give



you knowledge on them.

Great.

This book is really great. I had to get it for school and still find myself referencing it now and again.

There is a great section for suicide assessment written in a quick easy to understand format. Highly

recommend for those in the helping profession that may be dealing with clients in crisis.

I had to purchase this book for my master's level Social Work class. While I'm not that impressed

with the instructor I have, the book is really educational but not in that normal "boring textbook"

way...The chapters are practical and easy to read. There is a lot of wonderful case examples and

role-play ideas. I'm learning more from the book than I am my class! I will be keeping this book at

the end of my semester. There is a lot of useful information for anyone whom might deal with

persons in crisis.
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